In the case of an emergency situation during swim lessons, please follow this protocol:

For an in-water emergency:
Step 1: Remain calm
Step 2: The lifeguards will blow their whistle signaling all participants to get out of the pool
Step 3: Parents gather at the double door entrance of the pool
Step 4: The Head Swim Instructor will call classes over one at a time starting with Preschool Level 1
Step 5: Reunite with your child and exit through the locker room

For a fire emergency:
Step 1: Remain calm
Step 2: Exit the facility through the closest door – Participants and instructors will exit to the outside from the pool deck
Step 3: Reunite with your child in the grassy area near the traffic circle in front of McComas – For a visual, please see the map

For safety and security reasons, it is important that you remain in the observation area at all times during lessons